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ABSTRACT

Shape characteristics of rising-falling accentual F0 peaks of Stockholm Swedish Accent I words in narrow focus are studied in a corpus of 287 read sentences. The corpus includes statements and three types of polar questions. Results reveal a clear effect of sentence mode on the shape of the accentual rises: Statements are predominantly characterized by concave rises, questions by convex rises.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Questioning ‘question intonation’

A conception called ‘question intonation’ has been postulated for many languages [13], commonly understood as one pole of a binary intonational distinction such as ‘rising’ vs. ‘falling’. For instance, a falling intonation has been associated with statements and wh-questions in English and German, while word-order questions and syntactically unmarked questions have been claimed to rise at the end [12, 30]. These claims are challenged by a number of empirical studies showing that both rises and falls occur in different question types (e.g., for German [15, 16, 27]). Similarly, in an analysis of 200 wh-questions from spontaneous Stockholm Swedish, a considerable proportion of tokens (22%) showed a final rise instead of the expected fall [14].

Such inconsistencies led [14] and [15] to conclude, in accord with recent findings on English, Dutch [6], and Greek [2], that the rise—fall distinction is in the first place a matter of speaker attitudes or other social interaction signals, which just have a natural relationship with the functional categories of sentence mode. General support and some further refinement of this conclusion is provided by a recent investigation of 600 questions from spontaneous Swedish [28], suggesting that rising vs. falling pitch is determined by the decision whether the question is backward- or forward-looking in dialogue.

1.2. Multi-dimensional prosodic encoding of questions

In fact, the real indicators of sentence mode could be prosodic parameters, which, unlike the direction of the final pitch movement, come into play well before the end of the sentence [17, 18, 25]. For instance, a higher speech rate in questions compared to statements was found for German [20, 22], Cantonese, Neapolitan Italian, and Malaysian [7, 23, 29]. Sentence mode also involves differences in voice quality [22] and the number of prenuclear accents [25].

Recent evidence for German and Italian [24, 25] points to the shape of accentual F0 contours as a further correlate of sentence mode. More specifically, statements were found to have convex rise contours and concave falls, while questions are realized with concave rises and convex falls.

1.3. Stockholm Swedish

Swedish is well known for its lexical pitch accent distinction (Accent I vs. II). In the present study, only Accent I is involved, which can be modeled as a (H)L* pitch accent [5, 9]. Adding a focal accent (H-) and a low boundary tone results in a rising-falling L*H-L% sequence (see also [26]).

Final rises in Swedish are considered an optional add-on rather than an essential feature of question intonation [10, 11, 14]. Statements are associated with a falling baseline and a falling top-line of a tonal grid, while questions are associated with a raised topline and a widened F0 range [10, 11].

1.4. Research question and hypothesis

Peak shape characteristics have been discussed for Swedish [1], but neither strictly with respect to questions nor in terms of a systematic classification. Therefore, this study investigates if sentence mode is systematically linked with shape distinctions in Swedish. With reference to [24, 25], we test the following hypothesis: The rise of the rising-falling F0 peak in focal Accent I (L*H-L%) is predominantly characterized by a convex shape in statements and a concave shape in questions, while the fall is concave in statements and convex in questions.

2. METHODS

2.1. Speech materials and elicitation procedure

Four types of sentences are examined: (1) statements (henceforth, ASS = ‘assertion’), (2) word-order ques-
tions (QUES), (3) echo questions (QREP = ‘repetition question’), and a further type referred to as (4) ‘disbelieving questions’ (QDIS). All three types of questions are polar questions. Questions of the type QDIS are similar to those of the type QREP, but unlike the latter, QDIS questions involve an expression of the speaker’s attitude.

Our corpus consists of read sentences, based on two target words – vinet ‘the wine’ and bilen ‘the car’ (both Accent I) – which were embedded in two similar variants of the same target sentence:

(1) A. Target sentence for ASS, QDIS, QREP
   De hade vinet i bilen.?  ‘They had the wine inside the car./?’
   B. Target sentence for QUES:
   Hade de vinet i bilen?
   ‘Did they have the wine inside the car?’

The target sentence was elicited in 8 experimental conditions: 4 sentence types were cross-combined with 2 narrow-focus placements, i.e. a sentence-final focal accent on bilen, and a sentence-medial focal accents on vinet. This enlarges the database and supports the generalization of the findings.

The target sentence was presented to participants on a computer screen. Statement conditions (ASS) were elicited by a combination of a written situational context and a pre-recorded context question, played through loudspeakers. ASS’ situational context was Du pratar med en kompis om en tidningsartikel ‘You’re talking to a friend about a newspaper article’. Focus was controlled by means of the auditory context question, see (2) for an example.

(2) Context question for medial focus in ASS:
   Vad var det nu som bovarna hade i bilen?
   ‘What did the villains have inside the car?’

The question conditions were elicited using a written context only. The context was displayed on the computer screen together with the target sentence. The question contexts included both explanations on the situational framework eliciting the type of question, and a semantic indication as to which word is to be put in focus. An example is shown in (3). Only the English translation is given for reasons of space. Bold face indicates the text to be read aloud.

(3) Context for QREP, medial focus:
   Your friend is telling you that some thieves had hidden something in the car. He also mentioned what it was, but you’re not sure if you got it right. You want to be sure that it really was the wine that was hidden in the car: Pardon? They had the wine inside the car?

The task of the participants was to read the target sentences as naturally as possible given the provided written and/or auditory contexts. Three repetitions of all sentences were read by each speaker. Given twelve speakers (see 2.2), the corpus investigated in this study consists of 287 sentences (8 conditions, 3 repetitions, 12 speakers; 1 missing recording due to a technical problem).

2.2. Speakers and recording procedure

Twelve speakers were recorded for this study: six females, aged between 21 and 69 years (average age 35 years), and six males between 20 and 71 years (average age 42 years). All speakers represent the Standard variety of Swedish, as spoken in the urban area of Stockholm. Apart from one male speaker (M06), who was recorded at the first author’s home, all speakers were recorded in an experimental studio at the Humanities Laboratory of Lund University. All recordings were made using a boundary microphone (IMG Stage Line ECM-302B) and a USB mic pre-amplifier (M Audio Duo) connected to a laptop computer outside the recording studio. Recordings were digitized at 44.1 kHz and 24 bit.

Our target sentences were elicited in combination with other unrelated speech material, which can be regarded as distractor material from the perspective of the present study. For this reason, a complete recording session took about 90-120 minutes per speaker, including instructions, and, in most of the sessions, two short breaks.

2.3. Classification of peak shapes

All focused words (i.e., vinet for medial focus, and bilen for final focus) were segmented into two syllables using Praat [4]. For each syllable, F0 was time-normalized by extracting 10 temporally equidistant F0 measurements using the Praat script ProsodyPro [31]. An example of a time-normalized F0 curve for an entire word (two syllables = 20 measurements) is plotted in Figure 1.

Based on all 287 representations of that kind, simplified versions of the plots were created by reducing the original plots to five F0 points, see Figure 2: (i) rise onset, (ii) peak maximum, (iii) fall offset, as well as two further intermediate points, one of them (iv) half-way in between rise onset and peak maximum, and the other one (v) half-way in between peak maximum and fall offset. Note that ‘half-way’ refers to the number of measurement points in the normalized time domain. For example, if points (i)-(iii) were determined at time points 3, 9, 17, then (iv) and (v) were defined as the F0 values at time points 6 and 13.
is the only one that occurs about equally often in both ASS and in questions.

Broken down to individual F0 slopes (i.e., rises and falls), Table 1 shows that convex rises occur by majority (17+20=47 of 62 or 76%) in ASS, while in all three types of question, concave rises are more frequent than convex rises (69-73% of the cases in Tab. 1). By contrast, the choice between convex and concave falls was hardly influenced by sentence mode. In the ASS condition, about two thirds of all falls took a convex shape. This bias towards convexity remained similar across all question types.

By means of visual classification of these simplified plots, the shapes of the rising and the falling parts of the accent contour were classified as either convex or concave (or undefined). A similar methodology has been applied in [8] in connection with phrase-final intonation patterns.

3. RESULTS

Table 1 summarizes the distribution of all four possible rising-falling peak shapes (such as concave rise + convex fall) among the different sentence types. Frequencies are pooled across all focus conditions and speakers. Based on this table, a Chi-squared test was conducted, in order to test whether the independent variable Sentence Type had a significant effect on the frequency of occurrence of the four different peak shapes. Two further Chi-squared tests determined possible effects of the independent variables Focus Condition and Speaker Gender.

Table 1 reveals a clear effect of Sentence Type, and the Chi-squared test confirms the significance of this effect (p<.01): The two peak shapes ‘convex-concave’ and ‘convex-convex’ are frequent in ASS, but infrequent in questions. By contrast, concave-concave peaks are frequent in questions, but infrequent in ASS. The peak shape ‘concave-convex'
of sentence type just described apply to the medial word vinet as well as to the final word bilen.

Figure 3 offers a more detailed account of the distribution of the rising contours, divided into female and male speakers. It displays, once again, that concave rises are preferred in all three question types (and across both focus conditions), whereas convex falls are preferred in AS. However, the figure also reveals an exception from this rule: statements with final focus of male speakers.

That is, there is an effect of Gender on the distribution of the peak shapes, which proved marginally significant (p=.0615) in the corresponding Chi-squared test: female speakers used convex rises more frequently than male speakers.

In summary, speakers preferred concave over convex focal rises in questions, and vice versa in statements. However, male speakers have applied this peak shape distinction first and foremost in sentence-medial target words, while in final focal accents, they have preferred concave over convex rises, irrespective of sentence mode.

4. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The results show that there is systematic variation in the F0 peak shape of focal accents, and suggest that this variation plays a role in the prosodic encoding of sentence mode in Stockholm Swedish: Convex focal rises were clearly preferred in statements, concave focal rises in polar questions. No differences of that kind were observed between the three types of polar question involved in this study, which supports our conclusion that focal peak shape is a correlate of sentence mode proper, rather than of, for example, speaker attitude (see 1.1., 1.2.). Nevertheless, further question types, not least wh-questions, should be tested for peak shape effects.

In addition, the results suggest a gender-specific behavior in the application of peak shape variation. Gender effects in the prosodic encoding of questions have also been reported for German [21] and Greek [3], which are, however, not directly comparable to those in the present study. Future research should explicitly address various kinds of gender effects. Are they physiological in nature, or rather social?

Results of a complementary study (in progress) show that, compared with statements, questions are also characterized by a higher F0 maximum and a larger F0 range in the nuclear section of the sentence (i.e., the section comprising the focal accent). That is, in addition to the present finding that questions have concave rises, these concave rises also reach higher than their convex counterparts in statements, suggesting that the shape of the rise is part of a bundle of multiple F0 features. However, whether or not one of these features is more important for sentence mode identification still has to be determined.

Our hypothesis was confirmed with respect to the rising part (L*H-), but not for the falling part of the focal L*-L% pattern. With reference to [24, 25], convex falls were expected for questions and concave falls for statements, but convex falls dominated across all sentence conditions.

This result could indicate that it is primarily the rise of the focal or nuclear accent which is subject to sentence-mode related shape variation. Variation in the shape of the fall could be optional, or a (bio-mechanical) epi-phenomenon of the preceding shape variation in the rising slope; or it could even be related to the signalling of other communicative functions. In the case of our medial focal accents, the fall could indeed be associated with either of two different functions, which we did not control for: Assuming that a L% boundary tone is optional after medial focus [19], the fall could in some of our recordings represent a L% boundary tone, while in others, it could be identical with the word-accent fall of the final target word (L*-H- HL*).

Note that our assumption may even hold cross-linguistically and is not inconsistent with the fact that previous studies on Neapolitan Italian and German [24, 25] found sentence-mode related shape variation for falling accent slopes. These falls were associated with prenuclear accents, whereas the present study addressed nuclear accents. That is, the factor prenuclear vs. nuclear may also determine which slope of the accent peak is involved in signalling sentence mode. This sounds even more reasonable, if we take into account that the final fall of nuclear accents already has quite a high functional load, and a similar assumption can be made for the prenuclear rise.

So, do we find peak shape variation in non-focal (prenuclear) accent contours in Swedish, where – at least in the case of Accent II – lexical tone comes into play [5, 26]? Can we also find peak shape variation in focal Accent II-words, where the focal accent is realized in a post-stress syllable? Is it the focal accent or the stress-aligned lexical tone in Accent II that varies with respect to sentence mode? These basic questions show that we have only just begun to discover the relevance of F0 peak shape variation in communication. Progress in methodology and automatic F0 processing will be of great help in dealing with this level of phonetic detail in the future.
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